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1 1/4 to 2 hitch adapter for towing

- Neck is not long enough- Swings and rocks- Durable adapter- Fits perfectly and holes aligned- Works well to mount bike rack- With manufacturer's one-year limited warranty- Aesthetically look good- Pins and clips are not included in the package- Clunk to little- Meet current safety requirements SAE- Very durable- Powder-coated finish
to resist rust and corrosion- Shank connects well in a hitch- It only adapts to Class II- A little short compared to others- Meets standard safety requirements SAE- Resists corrosion and rust - Perfect fit- No annoying settings- No annoying sound settings- Fits only class II receiver hitch- A little shorter compared to others- Deep black
anodized finish- Can mount bike racks and bikes- Fits perfectly- No annoying sound- Easy to use- Screw set strip easily- Pin not included in packageConnor Trailer Hitch Adapter 1 1/4 to 2Reese Towpower 7020500 1 1/4 to 2 Hitch Adapter2MaxxHaul 70355 Fits Class II OnlyMaxxHaul 7003 2 1 1/4 to 2stelar 10916 Hitch adapter 1 1/4 to
2 Towing hitch adapter from 2 to 2 4+5+Reese Towpower 7020500 1 1/4 to 2 Hitch2 Adapter 3+5+MaxHax 70355 Fits Class II Only 4 +4 +MaxxHaul 70032 1 1/4 to 2 4+4+Stellar 10916 Hitch Adapter 1 1/4a 2 4+5+The towing hitch adapter has a durable black powder coated finish to resist rust and corrosion. Installation is easy and adds
an additional free space of around 6-1/2 inches for your spare tire or bumper. It has a maximum tongue weight capacity of 350 pounds and is not intended tow any towing weight from the trailer. The product is durable with solid steel construction and 3500 lb. Gross trailer weight. Use a 5/8-inch hitch pin to attach it to a 2-inch ball holder
and a standard 1/2-inch pin to connect it to a hitch. The clip and pin are not included in the package and sold separately. The company promises a complete line of products that use advanced technology with creativity and expertise to develop world-class products that are reliable and durable. Through Amazon.com Made of durable solid
steel construction Corrosion and free oxide Large work for the bike rack while the trailer adds more free space Use standard hitch pin and clip The neck is not long enough It swings and rocks If you are looking for 1 1/4 to 2 hitch adapter, the Connor hitch adapter is a good choice. The product is durable and will surely last a long time
compared to other brands. It doesn't have look for specialized pins and clips, as it only uses the standard size. The Reese Towpower Hitch adapter can allow the 1-1/4 inch receiver to fit 2-inch accessories. Enable the intake load of the receiver or bike racks, and various towing hitch accessories thanks to the modified size and unbeatable
durability. The gross weight of the trailer is 3500 pounds, but does not exceed 50% of the towing capacity as shown in the rating towing hitch, or car towing capacity in each owner's manual. It is necessary to buy 1/2 and 5/8 hitch pins as it is not included in the package. The manufacturer offers a one-year limited warranty. Through
Amazon.com durable adapter fits perfectly and the aligned holes works well to mount the bike rack With the manufacturer's one-year limited warranty aesthetically look good pins and clips are not included in the Clunks package a littleThe Reese Towpower hitch adapter is suitable for mounting bike racks and other bracket. I like the
product for its aesthetic appearance and durability. The price is low compared to others. The Maxxhaul 70355 only fits the Class II hitch receiver. Converts all Class II 1-1/4 inch hitch receivers with a 1/2 inch pin hole into a 2-inch hitch receiver with a 5/8-inch diameter pin hole. You have the option to use it for 3-3/8 inch drop height or 4
inch height increase. The adapter is made of steel weighing about 10.4 pounds and powder-coated finish to keep it protected against rust and corrosion. To ensure a robust connection in a 1 1/4 inch hitch, the shank is made of solid steel. The 2-inch by 2-inch hitch adapter is best for load carriers, bike racks, hitch steps, and others that
require a standard 2-inch hitch receiver for the preferred device to connect. MaxxHaul 70355 is not made for towing. The carrying capacity of the tongue weight is 350 pounds. Through Amazon.com Meet current SAE safety requirements Very durable powder-coated finish to resist shank rust and corrosion connects well on a hitch Fits
only a little short compared to othersIn the Maxxhaul 70355 raise or drop very useful option when traveling with a freight carrier. It does not produce any annoying sound and is firmly maintained. The price of this product is worth it. The MaxxHaul 70032 hitch adapter turns your 1 1/4-inch receiver into 2-inch hitch mount accessories. The
adapter is not designed to tow a trailer. It is finished in black powder to last longer and resists rust and corrosion. The product complies with all SAE safety standards. The maximum weight of the tongue is 350 pounds. The distance from the center of the pin hole is 6 1/2 inches. The adapter is designed for Class II receiver hitch only.
Meets standard SAE safety requirements Resist corrosion and rust Perfect fit No annoying sound Fits only class II receiver hitch A little more compared to others It is a sturdy hitch adapter that can be used for a long time. I find it useful in mounting the bike rack and the load carrier. Sad to say that MaxxHaul 70032 is not for towing trailer.
It is still a good option to convert 1 1/4 inches to 2. The Stellar 10916 hitch adapter allows 1 1/4 stems to fit the 2-inch hitch receiver tube. It is made of sturdy aluminum that has a deep black anodized finish. You can ride bike racks, bike racks and other accessories with 1 1/4 inch stems to fit 2-inch hitches. Just align the adapter with the
pin hole and tighten the connection, you can use two fixing screws. You need a 1/2 inch pin hole. The pin is not included in the package. Through Amazon.com deep black anodized finish You can mount the load and bike racks Without perfectly no annoying sound Easy to use Screw set strip easily Pin not included in the packageEno the
Stellar 10916 easy to use even a woman can do the job without any difficulty. However, the screw assembly pulls fast which is not good. In general, it works well and does not produce any annoying sound. A receiver hitch adapter is a single part that converts or extends the receiver hitch. It is usually made of durable steel and has a GTW
(gross trailer weight) of 3500 pounds. Through Amazon.comYou can convert your existing receiver hitch to deal with all your tasks. The sturdy powder-coated finish will maintain its adapter appearance. To make sure you are going to get a reliable product comes with a lifetime warranty. Purpose of using HitchSHitch adapters adapters are
used for several reasons when hooking a trailer. The hitch adapter can help adjust a ball mounting stem no matter what size. It is designed with optimum strength and manufactured to fit perfectly into your application. Towing hitch adapters can accommodate 1 1/4-inch, 2-inch, 2-inch receiver tube stems and openings and 2 1/2-inch
dimensions. Adapters are available in different lengths to allow more free space for a bicycle rake, spare tire or load carrier. A vertical towing converter is also available if you want to convert a vertical receiver into a horizontal tuber or a regular ball mounting platform. Most trailer owners prefer a hitch with a receiver pointing down on the
ground because the hitch is hidden. It is required to have a unique ball holder that has a vertical stem. Vertical receiver adapters have 1 1/4 inches and 2 inches of stem options. Final Wordshe hitch adapters are designed to work well with your current hitches and mounted product hitch accessories. With the different classes, types and
sizes available, you'll find the perfect adapter for your vehicle's hitch. The above products we review are just a few of the popular options due to their quality, price and durability. I hope this post was able to help you find the right adapter. [Total: 3 3] Image not available forColour: Top Reviews Latest Top Review Adapt your 1-1/4 inch
receiver to accept load carriers or hitch brackets built for 2-inch receivers. Tongue capacity is rated at 350 lbs. For Class II hitches. The hitch adapter is powder-coated on an electroplated layer for superior rust and corrosion resistance. Ideal for freight carriers and other accessories for 2-unit receiversThe nominal value of tongue capacity
is 350 pounds for Class II II The powder coating finish on the galvanoplasty layer provides superior rust and corrosion resistance Category of Automotive Accessories category ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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